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ENGINEERED FOR MEN
WHO KNOW THAT
THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE
ARE COMPLICATED.

Portuguese Grande Complication. Ref. 3774:
In every epoch, there are researchers, explorers and individ-

found in the Portuguese Grande Complication, the flagship of

uals of genius who are unable to resist the fascination of
describing the indescribable, of making the incomprehensible
comprehensible, and of giving substance to the supernal.
These forward-looking thinkers still exist: today, they dedicate

the Portuguese family. It includes a mechanically programmed
perpetual calendar, a perpetual moon phase display and a
chronograph with hour, minute and seconds hands. The 79091
calibre’s crowning glory, however, is a minute repeater that
took no less than 50,000 hours to develop. Succumbing to its

themselves to the development of sophisticated complications
once deemed impossible. Highlights of their work can be

irresistible fascination, on the other hand, takes just a second.
Want to bet?
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
A gleaming
serpent puts
a seductive
accent on the
scene at Encore’s
Surrender
nightclub.

Escape
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Wynn President Maurice Wooden talks about what it takes to create experiences
that achieve new heights in satisfying, sophisticated indulgence. BY LAURIE BROOKINS

M

agic hour, Maurice Wooden calls
it—in a city like Las Vegas, the
mind reels at wondering which
moment Wynn’s president pinpoints as his favorite on the
24-hour clock. Is it 1 am on a Saturday at XS, when
Avicii’s turntables have transformed the dance
floor into a feverish, pulse-pounding frenzy? Or
perhaps 9 pm on a Friday, when a table at SW

Steakhouse is roundly considered to be among
the most coveted on the Strip?
Actually Wooden’s answer is far less glamorous—and yet no less important. For more than two
decades he has worked by Steve Wynn’s side—
Wooden was president of The Golden Nugget for
five years prior to Wynn’s 2005 opening—so he
knows more than a little something about upholding the promise made to guests who walk through

the doors of a Wynn resort, arriving with everheightened expectation levels honed over years
of knowing the “best of the best” vision realized
by the man who has affixed his name to the top of
the building. That’s why Wooden chooses 7 to 8 am
on any given weekday as his favorite hour, when
he walks through the door and witnesses the prep
work that ultimately serves as the foundation for
all those high-wattage moments that follow.

WYNN
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You would indeed be correct to think of this
as a time when magic happens at Wynn, just
after the sun has risen and the last of the clubgoers at XS, Surrender, and Tryst have departed,
and before the day’s convention business kicks
into full swing. This is when Wooden says you
can get a glimpse behind the curtain, metaphorically speaking, watching the craftsmen whose
job it is to repair the Matisse-inspired floral
mosaics in the Atriums as they replace glass
tiles nicked or kicked up by high heels and rolling suitcases, or learning that those in charge of
polishing Tulips, the massive Jeff Koons sculpture that resides just outside the Wynn Theater,
do so in white jumpsuits, all to ensure that the
shine on those brilliantly toned flowers-onsteroids remains free of any dust.
“Every day when I step on property, those
to me are the wow moments,” Wooden says,
even as he realizes such a statement could
be construed as somewhat expected from a
resort president. “I’m not saying it because of
the role that I’m in; I’m saying it because, after
all these years, I still am awestruck by the level
at which this place is managed and maintained,
24/7/365. No matter whether you walk in at 9

30

am or 9 pm, everything is in order, everything is
in its place; guests have been delivered of an
extraordinary experience that’s rooted in making sure we take care of people.”
Wooden likens Wynn and Encore to living,
breathing entities that extend well beyond
those who work and stay within, “though, make
no mistake, it’s the people who work here, and
Steve says this all the time, who truly uphold
and extend the promise of what we offer,” he
notes. Combine those people with the intricate attention to detail in design, service,
and offerings, however, and what results is
an overall body of sorts with its own rhythms,
its own pulse, one that must be nurtured and
lovingly tended to allow both its growth and
continued success. “Steve is heavily invested
in making sure we stay ahead of what everyone else on the Strip is doing, all those guys
who are trying to catch up to what we’re doing
today,” Wooden says. “What that means is that
you’re not only constantly reinventing yourself
to stay ahead of the pack, but also to ensure
you’re keeping that promise, that commitment, of meeting your guests’ expectations
every single day.”

Wynn President Maurice
Wooden. above: The patio at
SW Steakhouse with its view
of the Lake of Dreams.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY BARBARA KRAFT (SW); ALEX KARVOUINS (WOODEN)
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SHUTTING OUT THE WORLD
Step off Encore’s elevators onto the resort’s
Spa level, and instantly you are transported into
a world far removed from the cacophony of the
Las Vegas Strip, one that is equal parts posh
and exotic, tranquil and pampering. Wooden
admits that he wishes his nonstop schedule
and the demands of running award-winning
resorts allowed more opportunities to indulge
in the upscale relaxation one encounters in
The Spas of Wynn and Encore. The latter, he
says, is particularly suited to an escapist frame
of mind: Designed by Las Vegas–based Todd
Avery-Lenahan, The Spa at Encore seamlessly
blends a variety of influences—from Morocco
to a Buddhist temple to 18th-century France—
to create a space that is as luxurious as it is
serene, a scene too tempting for the stresses
that reside within one’s smartphone.
“I’ve been to a lot of spas where I don’t necessarily feel I’m in that moment of relaxation;
perhaps they feel a bit too sterile, or they feel
just a little too busy,” he says. “To me everything
at the Encore Spa is done at a whole different level and experience, and that starts with
its design. Todd Avery-Lenahan has created
a space that truly does feel like the height of
indulgence; and when you talk about a sense
of arrival, I’m not sure we have a better one.
From the moment you step off the elevator, you
immediately gain a sense of serenity, of, ‘Wow,
I am on vacation, I am not at work, I am not in
a business meeting.’ The Spa almost challenges
you to shut off your brain and your cell phone
for a couple of hours and just indulge in and
embrace that moment of relaxation. How often do
we give ourselves permission to do that?”

much of it heretofore unknown to American
audiences, from the waters around Italy. Steve
Wynn at first wasn’t interested, believing the
idea to be too costly and esoteric; Bartolotta’s
passion ultimately convinced Wynn, however,
and his Ristorante di Mare ultimately has proven
popular with guests and critics alike (in 2009
Bartolotta captured the James Beard Award
for Best Chef in the Southwest; the venue
itself recently underwent a redesign, the latest
in Wynn’s never-ending desire that his spaces
enjoy constant design evolution, and is set to
be unveiled on December 20). “It’s been such a
great success for us, and an incredible lesson for
everyone in both passion and quality,” Wooden
says, pointing to details such as the GPS tracking system applied to the langoustines and other
seafood flown in just hours after the catch.
“It’s just one of the details that serves as a real

“The Spa almost
challenges you to shut off
your brain and your cell
phone and just indulge in
and embrace that moment
of relaxation. How often
do you get to do that?”

The Spa at
Encore Lobby.

Steve Wynn likes to surround himself with people who are as passionate as they are talented,
Wooden says, noting that it’s a dynamic that works
well for both the man and his resorts. “Steve
appreciates passionate people who are passionate about what they do, especially when they can
frame an idea for him and help him understand
that the passion isn’t just a dream—it can be a reality and an opportunity. In Paul Bartolotta’s case,
that passion led to a very successful restaurant.”
Wooden mentions Bartolotta and his eponymous fine-dining space because he is indeed a
well-known example of how passion won out
over practicality. Back in the months before
Wynn’s 2005 opening, Bartolotta had pitched
his idea of a restaurant that showcased seafood,
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The main dining
room at Sinatra.
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pan-seared to perfection,” Wooden notes. “And
then in the middle of this beautiful room, also
designed by Todd-Avery Lenahan, you’ve got a
very different musical component, a DJ who customizes the music to the mood and vibe of the
guests. If you’ve got a group that’s more corporate
in feeling, for example, the music is going to be tailored a little differently than, say, guests who are
there a little later in the evening, who want the
music to provide a seamless transition into the
nightclub feel of Surrender next door. Ultimately
the DJ is there to complement the guest experience in much the same way the food does.”
Just as he starts out those early mornings experiencing the thrill of watching Wynn’s key elements
come together, Wooden says he loves witnessing
the rhythm of a room such as Andrea’s when it’s at
its peak, a multisensory experience that achieves
a level akin to theater, and which guests find nothing less than inspiring, thanks largely to the key
ingredient. “You can have a magnificent building,
gorgeous design, and incredible food, but what
really animates this place is its people,” Wooden
says. “You present yourself differently when
you’re proud of what you have and what you do.
Steve says it all the time: People make people
happy. They’re the true sparkle of what we have.
And that to me is truly magical.” n

“What I love about these
guys is that they take
their restaurants and
they own them with
tremendous pride, and
yet each one of them
is also extremely
competitive.”

PHOTOGRAPHY BY BARBARA KRAFT

tribute to Paul and his desire to take something
and elevate it to a different experience.”
Of course, you’ll find a veritable fraternity of
chefs throughout Wynn and Encore who exhibit
such tendencies, from David Walzog at SW
Steakhouse to Theo Schoenegger at Sinatra, Mark
LoRusso at Botero, or Carlos Guía at The Country
Club. “What I love about these guys is that they
take their restaurants and they own them with tremendous pride, and yet each one of them is also
extremely competitive,” Wooden says. “They’re
like this precisely because they realize they’ve got
guys who are just as talented running the other
rooms. So they’re out there constantly resourcing
for the best ingredients, constantly refining their
menus. Who emerges the victor? The guest, of
course, in a fantastic dining experience.”
Ask Wooden where you might find him on a
night when dinner is more than just a meal, and he
points to Walzog’s SW—“the power place on the
property with a perfectly cooked rib eye”—and
Schoenegger’s Sinatra, where he finds the veal
Milanese extremely tempting. He’s also a fan of
Andrea’s, not only for Joseph Elevado’s imaginative menu, but also because the total experience
elevates notions of modern Asian dining. “It’s
a wonderfully wide-ranging menu, from the
most delicate pieces of sushi to New York steak

WYNN
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THE A- LIST

IN GOLD
WE TRUST
THIS LUXE METALLIC SHINES IN AN
ARTFUL ARRAY OF WYNN EXCLUSIVES.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY TRAVIS RATHBONE

Mille Nuits Champagne flute by Baccarat
($155) and crystal-beaded flute by Alan
Lee ($60). Wynn LVNV, 702-770-3470.
Limited-edition Dom Perignon Blanc 2004
features a custom-designed bottle and gift
box by artist Jeff Koons ($495). Available
exclusively at Lakeside and Botero.
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THE A-LIST

Capilla gold patent-leather
sandal by Manolo Blahnik ($865).
Manolo Blahnik, 702-770-3477.
Dark gold sequin and calfskin
bag from the Cruise-Singapore
collection by Chanel ($3,500).
Chanel at Wynn, 702-770-3532.
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THE A-LIST

Vulcan gilded-pewter candlesticks
by Stephane Galerneau ($550
and $725). Wynn LVNV, 702770-3470. L’Instruction Du Roy
90cm silk-twill scarf by Hermès
($410). Hermès, 702-650-3116.
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gold alloy: King Gold, with ceramic
bezel. Interchangeable strap by
a unique attachment.
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WYNN EXPERIENCE

The 20-foot-tall, 4,000-pound
hot-air balloon floral installation
by Preston Bailey has pride
of place in one of Wynn’s
photo-centric Atriums.

Preston Bailey ups the ante on the dazzling design in Wynn’s Atriums as he
debuts a pair of fantastical floral installations. BY LAURIE BROOKINS

H

ow do you take one of Wynn Las
Vegas’s most photo-centric spots
and turn it into a destination even
more captivating? You call Preston
Bailey, of course.
The celebrated New York–based floral and events designer specializes in crafting
dazzling spectacles, so when Steve Wynn was
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seeking an updated look for his Atriums—
already among the most popular locations
for photographs between his two Las Vegas
resorts—he knew Bailey was the perfect choice.
“We explore natural things like water, sunshine,
and beautiful flowers,” Wynn says. “Preston
Bailey is someone who brings life to our ideas
and creates new and beautiful things.”

Unveiled November 25, Bailey’s work has
indeed created an instant “wow.” The two floral
installations are comprised of a hot-air balloon
and a carousel—whimsical ideas both, and with
one, Wynn wanted to push the design just a little
further. “I originally saw the carousel as this static
object, but Mr. Wynn envisioned it as a carousel
in motion,” Bailey explains. “That was a bit of a

PHOTOGRAPHY BY RYAN REASON /SQUARE SHOOTING
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WYNN EXPERIENCE

“What we’ve created is
ultimately so powerful, so
colorful and so ambitious,
and a true collaboration.”
—Preston Bailey

Preston Bailey’s revolving
6,000-pound carousel is
among the most technically
challenging projects ever
undertaken by the designer.

challenge for us, technically very difficult, but I
also love that he challenged me. Between the
combination of the flowers and the movement
and the design, I really think we nailed it.”
More than 110,000 flowers were used in the
making of the sculptures: The hot-air balloon
stands 20 feet tall and weighs 4,000 pounds,
while the carousel measures 13 by 16 feet and
weighs 6,000 pounds. “I used primarily roses
and orchids, flowers that have a real vibrancy
about them,” Bailey notes, adding that it took
about eight months to gather all the elements
that were needed.
Bailey has crafted similar installations in New
York, Taiwan, and London’s Covent Garden, and
notes that he’s wanted to work with Wynn for
years, and vice versa. The right project never
presented itself—until now. “He’s a genius with a
huge vision, and I loved bringing our sensibilities
together,” Bailey says. “You have to understand,
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Preston Bailey.

Wynn is his baby, and he’s so invested in the
concept of visual entertainment, and for me,
that’s incredibly inspiring.”
The sculptures were crafted in off-site workshops, built in sections and panels that were
each layered with flowers and then finally
assembled in the Atrium spaces. “It was sort of
like Legos,” Bailey notes with a laugh. “To see

it actually come to life was quite amazing.”
Thrilled with the final result, Bailey said
in mid-November that he couldn’t wait to
see the reaction of guests once the installations made their debut. “Most of the
events I do are about creating something
that takes place over the course of one day,
and I always hear the question, ‘What happens to the flowers?’ You’re there for one
day to experience the beauty, and then it’s
gone,” he notes. “And usually at events I
stand in a corner and watch the reaction of
the people entering the room. This is a whole
other level, not merely in their permanence,
but in the number of people who are going to
see them. What we’ve created is ultimately so
powerful, so colorful and so ambitious, and a
true collaboration. In more than 30 years in
business, I think it’s one of the most incredible
things I’ve ever done.” n

PHOTOGRAPHY BY RYAN REASON /SQUARE SHOOTING (CAROUSEL, BALLOON DETAIL); COURTESY OF PRESTON BAILEY (BAILEY)

A detailed view of Bailey’s
hot-air balloon floral installation.
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ALL ACCESS

SUCH PRESENCE
Gift yourself some attitude.

BY ROBERT HAYNES-PETERSON

BEST FOOT FORWARD
Men’s footwear has been boasting increasing
levels of flair lately, a trend of which we wholly
approve. The latest Bordeaux-toned Nicholas
Kirkwood Zigzag Lace-Ups ($1,020) are available
at the new 1,400-square-foot Kirkwood
boutique, opened last May, only the designer’s
second store in the country. These oxfords
feature a leather/printed-suede upper, dashing
navy and yellow stripes, and a stacked leather
sole; the shoe works equally well as the only
splash of color in a suit or as a way to spice up
basic jeans. Nicholas Kirkwood, 702-770-3543

SUPER CHARGED

You can pick up chargers and stands at your
local drugstore. But where’s the fun in that? The
Launchport iPad Inductive Charging System for
Strutlife is a sleek charger/stand/case system
($1,500) that evokes classic Rolls-Royce hood
ornaments and interiors. The spherical, wireless
charging pedestal features handcrafted and
polished stainless steel (with optional kiln-fired,
powder-coated finishes in black and white).
Neodymium magnets in the customized iPad
cases connect your tablet effortlessly to the base.
The cases come in five standard styles, including
burled walnut and black carbon fiber, and seven
special-order finishes. Wynn LVNV, 702-770-3470

If you’re going to indulge, do it with class.
Roger Dubuis and Carlos Dias design watches
that take timepieces to a new level of elegance
and masculinity. The Roger Dubuis Double Flying
Tourbillon Skeleton is being offered for the first
time in a full-black titanium case ($252,000). The
award-winning RD01SQ “skeleton” double flying
tourbillon movement isn’t just fantastic to look
at—the design approach means the movement
can be presented in a lighter, bolder fashion. From
the only manufacturer to be Poinçon de Genève–
certified from the Watchmaking School of Geneva,
the watch features 319 parts, a 45mm case, and is
water-resistant to 50 meters. Wynn & Company
Watches, 702-770-3520

THE GREAT
GLAD-SBY

SPICE OF LIFE

We may not always admit it, but guys like
a little variety, too. Luckily, London-based
Penhaligon’s offers a wealth of options for
the well-scented male. The Gentlemen’s
Fragrance Collection ($45), packaged for
the holidays in a keepsake tin (inspired
by Victorian music boxes), includes five
5-ml bottles of the brand’s most popular
scents: Blenheim Bouquet (woods and
spices), Quercus (earth notes, patchouli),
Opus 1870 (a wintry blend of citrus, wood,
and pepper notes), Endymion (citrus,
spices, leather), and Sartorial (oakmoss,
lavender, leather), inspired by Savile Row
tailors. Apothecary at Wynn, 702-770-3537
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TIME FLIES

Sarah Burton’s
delightfully outrageous
collection for Alexander
McQueen Spring/
Summer 2014 features
Edwardian themes with
just the right amount
of authentic wear
and tear. This heavily
brocaded suit, one of
many in the collection,
treads the boundary
between high style
and casual fun. Blackand-white engineered
lace-jacquard doublebreasted jacket with
gold buttons ($4,895);
black-and-white
engineered lacejacquard trousers
($2,195); and black-andwhite cotton lace print
shirt ($830). Alexander
McQueen, 702-770-3490
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BEAUTY

The Couples Suite
at The Spa at Encore.

DAYDREAM AWAY

W

hirring roulette wheels, spinning slot machines, and
round-the-clock energy: Escape the exhilarating buzz
of Las Vegas with an appealing array of couples’ massages and personalized treatments destined to detox,
soothe, and beautify. A selection of everyday indulgences proffers a perfected combination of restoration and renewal
that meets Sin City’s gilded standard—and lets couples bask in relaxation
together or solo. Choose your pleasures, and spend an afternoon discovering The Spas and Salons at Wynn and Encore, each an elegantly
appointed oasis offering a range of discerning services, and each one
bound to spoil you (and your companion) silly.
Leave behind the fever pitch of the casino floor to indulge in a few hours
of together time at either Spa, where twosomes can enjoy shared solitude
in a calming Couples Suite. Begin with a basic that’s anything but: The
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Couples Good Luck Ritual (80/100 minutes, $600/$790) delivers a classic
massage, replete with touches that include a peppermint foot treatment, a
supple hand therapy, and a rejuvenating scalp massage. The package is
inspired by an auspicious trio of elements: happiness, luck, and prosperity.
Who couldn’t use a little extra of each? For something sultrier, consider The
Spa at Wynn’s Tropical Journey for Two, which features island aromas of
coconut and ginger that complement the skilled masseuses’ Polynesian
massage techniques (80 minutes, $600). The Four Hands Massage at The
Spa at Encore is enhanced by two synchronized therapists working in tandem on each person. The full body service includes a hot stone body
massage and concludes with a warm oil scalp treatment (105 minutes, $800).
For relaxation round two, part ways and opt for his and hers facials
that address a variety of beauty needs. The options are extensive, with
treatments that simply soothe, smooth, and hydrate, or even combat such

PHOTOGRAPHY BY RUSSELL MACMASTERS

Indulgent spa treatments and couture coiffure make for a restorative retreat,
ideal for couples seeking quality R&R. BY KATY B. OLSON
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THREE TIME ZONES AT A GL ANCE

PATRAVI TRAVELTEC
The Patravi TravelTec makes an
impression with its distinctive style
and refined functionality. With
sophisticated interplay between
case and movement, it displays three
time zones at once. And the hour
display can be set in precise
hour-intervals independently of the
movement – so the exact time is
conserved throughout the operation.
A chronograph with personality, that
stands out from the run-of-the-mill
time-zone watches.
BOUND TO TRADITION – DRIVEN BY INNOVATION
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BEAUTY

The Wynn
Barber Shop.

indulge in a Deluxe Hot Lather Shave ($100) at the distinctively
old-school barber shop, complete with vintage-inspired leather
barber chairs. Include a signature haircut and facial grooming,
The Salon
and the man-about-town will be ready to hit the Strip once more.
at Wynn.
(Prices are $85 and $20–80, respectively.)
Women are likewise invited to opt for Photoshop-flawless hair,
common skin woes as wrinkles. The Swift Lift Facial, an antiaging rem- with specialty services that include Kérastase treatments, hair extensions,
edy, is imbued with fruit acids, potent antioxidants and botanicals that and signature services such as highlights and special-event looks, all exeuplift and tone facial muscles. For addressing bothersome breakouts, cuted by top stylists. For an extraordinary treat for the tresses, book an
The Purifying Facial is a cleansing and calming treatment that boasts a appointment with The Salon’s resident managing director, French hairstylist
gentle yet effective combination of powerful vitamins, fruit acids and Claude Baruk. The elite stylist was busy in St.-Tropez styling the locks of
antioxidants. Further choices include the Organic Facial, which employs such beauties as Catherine Zeta-Jones and Naomi Campbell when Steve
paraben-free botanicals, vitamins, and other key ingredients in a customiz- Wynn recruited him to shape the vision of the Wynn and Encore salons. (Be
able treatment (50/80 minutes, $180/$275); the Fusion Facial, a nourishing, sure to reserve a couture coiffure with Baruk in advance.)
From the shimmering costumes of Le Rêve–The Dream to Encore’s radiant
Vitamin C- and botanical-based therapy (50/80 minutes, $170/$265); and
a selection of additional treatments created especially for individual skin pool, dazzling details, extra touches, and little bursts of shine all go a long
types. Men will appreciate the Gentleman’s Facial, which includes a two- way in this glittering city. Complete a couple’s day of indulgence with spepart exfoliation treatment for purging dead skin cells, in tandem with a cial attention to detailed digits. Choose the Classic Manicure (25 minutes,
hydrating infusion of vitamins, botanical extracts, and minerals that ease $45) for a hand-pampering essential, or opt for the Signature Manicure (40
shaving irritation and tone skin’s appearance (50/80 minutes, $180/$275). minutes, $70), which lets spa-goers customize the treatment with a Dead
A true day of repose addresses multiple beauty and wellness needs, from Sea salt and mineral exfoliation, or a restorative hydrating mask. The corthe top of a sleekly styled head to the perfectly pedicured toe. Couples responding Classic Pedicure (40 minutes, $80) and Signature Pedicure (50
can get coiffed by hair experts at The Salon at Wynn, where custom cuts, minutes, $105), as well as added indulgences like long-lasting gel polish and
color, updos, and special event and wedding services abound. Men may smoothing paraffin treatments, draw the day to a calming close. n
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A true day of repose addresses
multiple beauty and wellness needs.
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DISCOVERIES

CHICLY DONE

Senior VP of Retail Hedy Woodrow spotlights three
splurge-worthy moments to make the most of a stylish
stay at Wynn or Encore.
SINCE 2010 HEDY WOODROW HAS headed up the team that curates the highly sophisticated
retail selection throughout Wynn and Encore, from the abundance of kid-friendly clothing and
gifts you can now find front and center at the Drugstore to the addition of such ultra-chic labels
as Loro Piana, Chloé, Nicholas Kirkwood, and soon-to-open Givenchy in spring 2014. With Las
Vegas’s emergence as a retail mecca in recent years, we knew Woodrow would be the perfect
person to highlight three experiences that are worth the splurge.

1. THE ICE KACHANG AT WAZUZU

2. THE LAKE OF DREAMS FROM THE PATIO AT SW

“When taking clients out for dinner, SW Steakhouse without question is my preferred choice. And I
know I’m not alone in this; the restaurant truly is considered the power spot for dinner in Las Vegas.
David Walzog is such an outstanding chef, and I can’t dine there without ordering the creamed corn with
truffles. In addition to the food, of course, you go for the overall experience: that gorgeous room with
its lighting that makes everyone look fantastic, and then of course the patio, which
should be everyone’s top choice on a balmy
night in Las Vegas. The Lake of Dreams
show sometimes defies description, as it
can be whimsical one moment, dazzling
the next, and then very sweet and romantic. The dancing orbs are a great example
of the latter, but the show that everyone
really seems to respond to is the frog: this
massive, bright green puppet that emerges
from the top of the waterfall to sing Louis
Armstrong or Garth Brooks. It puts a smile
on everyone’s face and certainly is a key
ingredient to an unforgettable evening.”
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3. GIVENCHY’S
ANTIGONA BAG

“We’ve carried Givenchy ready-to-wear and
accessories for several years at our Outfit
and Shoe In boutiques, and we’ve watched
its fan base just explode as Riccardo Tisci has
continued to hone his aesthetic at the house,
offering modern, forward-thinking twists in
his designs while always holding that classic
line for which Givenchy is known. This season
I really fell in love with his handbags and accessories. There’s a top-handle bag, Antigona,
that’s perfect for winter. It is a combination of suede and pony hair; it’s also done in
animal-print leather. We’re currently carrying it at Shoe In, but soon enough we’ll
really be diving into Tisci’s universe: We’re
opening a Givenchy boutique March 1 along
Wynn’s Retail Esplanade, the first store in the
US for the French label. I’m excited about
it not only because it’s such a fantastic, highwattage label, but also because Givenchy
likes to keep its distribution very limited, so this
boutique will really be about special pieces you
won’t find everywhere.”

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DENISE TRUSCELLO (WOODROW); BARBARA KRAFT (WAZUZU); JOAN FULLER (FROG)

“When you work at Wynn, of course you want to try all the restaurants
so you can speak to guests and clients about them from an educated
point of view, and early on, Wazuzu emerged as a favorite. It’s a great
meeting spot for so many reasons: You’ve got the wow factor of that
gorgeous 27-foot crystal dragon, plus the restaurant is positioned so
well, with every table affording great views both within the restaurant
and out into the Encore casino. The menu is also great if you’re entertaining clients because it offers a something-for-everyone approach; it
has a great Chinese chicken salad as well as a Thai beef salad I love,
and a lobster miso soup that’s wonderful, plus if you’re in the mood
for sushi, this is the spot for that at lunch. The dish I always go back
for, though, is the Ice Kachang, which is so simple and yet so yummy:
It’s shaved ice topped with fresh fruits—lychees, mangos, and pineapples, plus red beans and a bit of condensed milk, so it’s really light and
refreshing, great for sharing or just for lunch on your own. People think
of it as a summer dish, but I love it year-round; in the winter I pair it with
hot tea, and it’s just delicious.”
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AMADEO ® FLEURIER VIRTUOSO
5 - DAY TO U R B I L L O N J U M P I N G H O U R S
MINUTE RETROGRADE WITH REVERSED HAND-FITTING

B OV E T F L E U R I E R

SWITZERLAND

FOUNDING MEMBER OF THE QUALITY FLEURIER CERTIFICATION AND PARTNER OF THE FONDATION DE LA HAUTE HORLOGERIE
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WYNN SIGHTS

THE WATCH INDUSTRY GATHERS FOR
A ROLEX GOLF TOURNEY AT WYNN

clockwise from top left: Senior Vice President of Retail
for Wynn and Encore Hedy Woodrow (center) with Rolex
executives: Area Sales Director Tyler Meine, Vice President/
Commercial Director Luca Bernasconi, President and CEO
Rolex USA Stewart Wicht, Vice President/ Sales Administration
Stephen Hodgkins, and Director Visual Merchandising
Operations Gregory Kraff. Christel Goo, Jack Holmes,
Governor Bob Miller, and Woodrow. Yi Merha, Delia and
Don Agatone, and Hughes DePins, President, Vacheron
North America. Pam and Jeff Oberschelp. Maja Popovic
and Richard Worthington, Group President and COO of
The Molasky Group. Wynn magazine publisher Josef Vann
and Panerai West Region Sales Director Karl Poulson.
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Over decades and drop by drop, tropical rainfall filters through volcanic rock into
an ancient aquifer hundreds of feet below ground to create Earth’s finest water. It’s
a natural process that provides FIJI Water with its unique mineral profile and soft
mouthfeel. Try a bottle. You owe it to yourself.
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IT OWES ITS SOFT TASTE
TO 200 FEET OF SOLID ROCK.
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WYNN SIGHTS
USA BASKETBALL ARRIVES
AT WYNN FOR ITS ANNUAL
SUMMER TRAINING

clockwise from top left: Dion Waiters
(51) drives the lane during July’s USA
Basketball Showcase, co-sponsored
by Wynn. USA Basketball National Team
hopeful and NBA player DeAndre Jordan
poses with local military personnel from
Nellis Air Force Base. Kemba Walker
(left) and Mike Conley (right) head
to the official reception at Tryst.
The victorious USA Basketball Showcase
team poses with coaches.

NETJETS’ ANNUAL
POKER INVITATIONAL

clockwise from above: Michael and Meryl Mann.
Las Vegas headliner Lior uses his mentalist powers
to mystify the audience. Jordan Hansell,
Josh Borders, and Warren Buffett. Elaine Wynn
welcomes NetJets owners.
56
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WYNN SIGHTS

RINGSIDE SCENES AT
BRADLEY-MARQUEZ

clockwise from top center: Professional wrestler
The Undertaker and guest. Ed Westwick.
Mike Tyson. Chicago Bears wide receiver Brandon
Marshall and his wife, Michi Marshall. Sam Levinson,
Keith Miller, New York Mets third-baseman
David Wright, Peter Pedalino, and Seth Levinson.
Boxer Miguel Cotto. Floyd Mayweather and child.
Nick Hissom, Steve Wynn, and Steve Lawrence.
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FOOD SPOTLIGHT

Pampering
the Palate
From exotic delicacies to over-the-top desserts, Wynn and Encore chefs offer
a wealth of culinary wonders to indulge your taste buds.
By Karen Rose

Langoustines
at Bartolotta
Ristorante di Mare.
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T

he restaurants at Wynn and Encore were designed to offer guests a
variety of ways to indulge their palates. An abundance of rare, hardto-find—indeed, almost impossible to acquire—delicacies and decadent
offerings reveal an unmatched level of attention to the sourcing of ingredients, presentation, and guest experience.
Nowhere is that care more evident than at Bartolotta Ristorante di Mare.
With more than 20 years’ experience, Chef Paul Bartolotta is regarded as an
ambassador of authentic Italian cuisine. The chef is known to scour the globe for the most
impeccable expressions of his favored ingredients, which is key to why his langoustines are
without equal in this part of the world.
“I use only species that are indigenous to the Mediterranean,” Bartolotta says. Indeed, the
chef fell in love with langoustines in Italy, where they are a dinnertime staple. “I discovered early
on that langoustines are the diamonds of crustaceans,” he says. “There are many that are beautiful and delicious, but there’s something inherently magical about a langoustine.” But seeking
out the very best langoustines—and figuring out how to keep them at their peak—turned into
what is now a well-documented (and well worth it) quest.
“All langoustines are sweet,” explains the chef. But the answer to what distinguishes his
choice lies in an undisclosed undersea location that imparts the perfect balance of sweet, salty,
crustacean flavor. “It’s like a great white wine,” Bartolotta says. “You want fruit, you want oak,
and you want acidity, and the balance is what makes a beautiful white wine.” So where does
Bartolotta find these magical creatures? He’s not saying. “Anybody can find them. But I think
I’ve done a pretty respectable job of keeping it the last secret ingredient.”
After finding the best langoustines in the world, the next puzzle for Bartolotta to solve
was, of course, how to transport them to Las Vegas. “Langoustines have a very short
shelf life. So we ship live ones. The problem is that these amazing orange creatures are
delicate little beings, and unless you understand them, they are not going to make the
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According to Paul Bartolotta,
a little olive oil is all these
langoustines need.
WYNN
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FOOD SPOTLIGHT
Pair a decadent foie
gras appetizer with
the luxurious Château
d’Yquem, “the crown
jewel of sweet wines.”
SW Steakhouse
Executive Chef
David Walzog.

trip. They do not handle stress well. So we have them
happily frolicking in our tanks. Happy, happy.”
How to order the prized shellfish? However you like. “We
serve them in pasta, and I pepper them all over the menu
for people who want them in various ways. I get large, extra
large, jumbo, and extra jumbo. We cut them in half, either put them on the
grill or bake them. We put olive oil and a little bit of parsley—that’s it. And
we don’t use salt. That would be a distraction.” Guests are also welcome
to choose langoustines as a supplement to Bartolotta Ristorante di Mare’s
already luxurious three-course tasting menu, which includes an assortment
of four to five exotic seafood items as an antipasto course. A trio of pastas
and a whole roasted fish round out the meal.
“We source the absolute best Italian fish you can find, and I treat it exactly
as the best Italian seafood restaurants would in Italy. That’s it. The truth of
the matter is that Steve Wynn’s name on the building has allowed me to have
artistic purity. It’s given me the opportunity to be uncompromising, like he is.
He could have anybody in his restaurants cooking, but I got lucky.”
The allure of hard-to-find delicacies can be hard to resist, but that is the
very nature of indulgence. Unavailable in many parts of the country, foie gras is
a perfectly decadent fit for Las Vegas, and at SW Steakhouse, David Walzog’s
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foie gras offerings are a tantalizing addition to an always luxurious meal.
The purest interpretation is a three-and-a-half-ounce appetizer portion of
Hudson Valley foie gras, simply seasoned with salt and ground black pepper,
then sautéed and roasted in the oven until it has a snappy, crisp, caramelized
edge and a smooth and custardy inside. The plating changes seasonally; currently the dish is served with roasted Gala apple purée, huckleberries, crisp
dehydrated apple, and celery leaves. “Foie gras is so rich that it needs an
acidic edge to it,” says Walzog. “It’s also very creamy, especially when it’s
properly roasted, so a crunch needs to be added for contrast.”
Another appetizer option is the foie gras torchon, a creamy, spreadable concoction made with complementary flavors of cognac, sugar, and vanilla. The
torchon is served with a pomegranate ginger syrup and a pear chutney, made
using star anise, cinnamon, and nutmeg, as well as grilled apricot and whitechocolate bread. It’s perfect for sharing and for smearing onto grilled bread.
Can’t decide? You don’t have to. A popular order is both appetizers as a duo.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY SABIN ORR (FOOD); JEFF GREEN (CHEF)

Foie gras is a perfectly
decadent fit for Las Vegas.
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The Mt. Fuji is
a flaming tower
of a dessert,
courtesy of
Bacardi 151.

“It’s so interactive and fun, and
that’s what we try to do at the
restaurant.”—joseph elevado

PHOTOGRAPHY BY SABIN ORR

Andrea’s Executive
Chef Joseph Elevado.

Indeed, extravagant upgrade options abound. “A lot of people like foie gras
with their steaks,” says Walzog, and he is happy to offer a piece of roasted
foie gras perched atop a perfectly aged prime New York strip or filet mignon.
Another way to enhance the experience? Pairing with a perfect, voluptuous
glass of wine. Walzog suggests Château d’Yquem. “Sweet and rich, with a little viscosity and round flavors, it’s the crown jewel of sweet wines,” he says.
“Followed by the club and getting on the tables, it’s all part of the decadence.”
When the night calls for the kind of decadence found at Wynn and
Encore’s nightclubs, a fitting dinner choice to get into the mood is Andrea’s,
adjacent to Surrender. “Andrea’s is such an amazing place for celebrating
and partying,” says Executive Chef Joseph Elevado. “It’s a place to see and
be seen. Steve Angello [of Swedish House Mafia] curates the music, and our
resident DJ is DJ Esteban most nights.” The DJs go with the flow of the crowd,
but the starting block is Motown and R&B. “It’s just a lot of fun,” says the chef.
In keeping with that spirit, Andrea’s offers one of the most decadent,

outrageous desserts at either resort: the flaming Mt. Fuji.
A play on a baked Alaska, the 12-inch-high dessert features
a devil’s food cake layered with Meyer’s dark-rum mousse,
wrapped with chocolate, and coated with a toasted
meringue. It’s reminiscent of a childhood favorite, toasted
marshmallow, but this is no kiddie dessert: After delivering the cake, the
server douses it with a shot of Bacardi 151 rum and sets it afire tableside.
“It’s quite the show,” says Elevado. “Whenever one of them leaves the
kitchen, the heads turn, and everyone wants to know what it is. It becomes
part of the party.” The oversize cake can feed six to 10 people, but Elevado
notes that plenty of couples have ordered it. “It’s such a talking piece and
so interactive and fun, and that’s what we try to do at the restaurant.”
At Mizumi, Executive Chef Devin Hashimoto’s hot stone tataki is likewise known to lure the interest of customers at nearby tables.
“Tataki [meaning a quick sear] is a tableside-cooking preparation where we
heat up a round, hot stone and guests sear the meat themselves at the table,”
explains Hashimoto. Until December, guests had two premium Japanese beef
options: Wagyu A5 or the small-production Ohmi beef—found at perhaps half
a dozen restaurants in the US and, until recently, the most high-end beef available stateside. Now there’s an even rarer option, and one that’s been a long
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Kobe beef tataki at
Mizumi. “Kobe is like
a Bentley, the best
money can buy,” Wynn
Executive Chef David
Snyder explains.
“Wagyu A5 is like a
very good Mercedes.
There’s definitely a
difference, but both
are very, very good.”

PHOTOGRAPHY BY SABIN ORR (BEEF); JEFF GREEN (CHEF)

Mizumi
Executive
Chef Devin
Hashimoto.
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time coming: Fully certified, genuine Kobe beef is finally available in the US, and Wynn Las
Vegas is the only place to find it in town—along with a certificate of authenticity from the Kobe
Beef Federation, and even a plaque, proudly displayed on Mizumi’s wall.
Just as Champagne can only be called Champagne when it comes from its namesake region in France, Kobe may only be called Kobe when it comes from one breed of
cattle in one region in Japan. The standards are high: The cows must be farm-fed Tajima
cattle born in Hyogo Prefecture (of which Kobe is the capital), with a high marbling ratio
and meat-quality score. Key to the extensive marbling found in Kobe beef is the care
taken with the cattle. Their existence is as stress-free as possible. “The less energy they
expend, the less stress they have, the higher the fat content,” says Hashimoto. “Some
Japanese farmers are even known to play classical music to soothe the cows.”
Most chefs prefer to serve the Kobe rare. “Unless it’s cooked rare, you won’t see the
marbling,” explains Wynn Executive Chef David Snyder. But of course, the kitchen will
cook it to the guest’s requested doneness, and since this deeply marbled meat owns the
distinction of having the lowest melting point of any beef at 77 degrees Fahrenheit (meaning it will literally melt in your mouth), one who enjoys well-done meat is in luck, as the fat
all melts away and bastes the meat, resulting in what will likely be the juiciest well-done
steak you’ve ever tasted. “It’s unbelievable how tender and flavorful it is,” says Snyder.
For the tataki, the kitchen recommends cooking just five seconds per side. “The ishiyaki [hot grill] stone is kept in our oven at 550 degrees,” says Hashimoto. “When we get
an order, we pull the stone out and put it over flame on the stove, then we slice about
two ounces of the beef, very thin—one-sixteenth of an inch.” The tataki is served with
sliced Tokyo negi (aka Japanese scallions) and a trio of dipping sauces. Guests may also
order the Kobe prepared in the kitchen and here, too, Chef Hashimoto takes special
care. The beef is quickly seared and garnished with three different vegetables grilled off
the robata bar: Japanese king mushrooms, shishito peppers, and Tokyo negi. The most
important thing for Hashimoto is to let the meat shine. “It’s something pretty rare, and
you don’t want to mess with it,” says Hashimoto. “It’s special on its own.” n
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DESIGN SPOTLIGHT

WELCOMING

GESTURES
Wynn’s redesigned Tower Suites Lobby adds newfound refinement to this
posh reception space. BY MATT KELEMEN PHOTOGRAPHY BY RUSSELL MACMASTERS
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A polished-brass
framework establishes
the boundaries of the
Tower Suites Lobby
while also opening up the
space, imbuing it with an
airy, expanded feel.
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The Tower Suites Lobby
is a grand gathering space
that has proven popular
for post-convention
cocktail hours.

A chic vignette in Wynn’s
Tower Suites Lobby.

“In the years since we opened, the market
became younger, it became less formal,
and more international.”—roger thomas
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G

uests of Wynn Resorts can count on several certainties: superlative service, sybaritic experiences,
and an ongoing evolution in design. Some of those
changes have been huge: Encore’s original Stripfacing porte cochère was transformed into Encore
Beach Club and Surrender Nightclub, which
became a nightlife phenomenon even among a veritable smorgasbord of Strip offerings. Other changes, meanwhile, have
been more subtle: A new store may open in Wynn’s Retail Esplanade,
an art find might beget ideas for the décor of a new restaurant, or a
more thoughtful use for space may become apparent. The transformation of the elegant, sophisticated lobby at Wynn’s Tower Suites into a
more open and accessible area for convivial gathering is very much the
product of an everlasting design conversation.
That focus on endless evolution stems from Steve Wynn’s passionate
philosophy of always casting a critical eye on existing spaces, and specifically by ideas that arise from imagining how those spaces should integrate
with newly reimagined places—in the case of the Tower Suites Lobby, the
high-limit slots area led to the change. “Steve is always alert for opportunity,” says Roger Thomas, Executive Vice President of Design for Wynn
Design and Development. “He never sees anything as a problem. He sees
market change, differences in market share, success or waning success of
the space, as opportunity. The Tower Suites Lobby happened because of
a perfect storm.”
Thomas notes that this particular evolution occurred because, while
it had originally been designed to offer a sense of private-club exclusivity, Wynn’s Tower Suites Lobby instead felt closed off. Meanwhile, other
changes were taking place throughout Wynn and Encore: The opening
of XS and Surrender at the latter resort meant that a boutique club at
Wynn was no longer needed, while the high-limit slots area likewise was
attracting a new demographic. Originally designed with the male audience
in mind—mahogany and red leather were employed to evoke the look of a
men’s club—Wynn and Thomas soon learned that women, as well as men,
enjoyed using the space, so they struck up a plan: “Steve said, ‘If we’re
going to redesign the high-limit slots area, then let’s reinvent it, which
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With its easy proximity
to both the casino and
convention area, the
Tower Suite Bar has
quickly become
a hot gathering spot.
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With its inventive mix
of furnishings in luxe,
flattering tones, Wynn’s
Tower Suites Lobby
projects a vibe that is at
once upscale and intimate.

will allow us to open the Tower Suites Lobby to be much larger and more
inclusive.’ In the higher end of our resort—the Tower Suites, and the upper
echelon of Wynn—we started with a message of exclusivity and enclave.
In the years since we opened, the market became younger, it became less
formal, and it became more international. We wanted to take advantage of
that, Steve in particular, by opening the entire Tower Suites Lobby experience to everyone, rather than keeping it behind closed doors.”
It became apparent that the frontage on the casino’s main path leading to Wing Lei (the formal Chinese restaurant that likewise enjoyed its
own recent transformation) afforded an expansive amount of lobby space directly to guests.
The resulting redesign allowed the Tower Suites
Lobby to evolve into a more integral part of
the whole, “to let the energy flow from one
experience to the other,” as Thomas puts it. He
listened to Wynn’s vision for the next step, intuitively understanding that there would still be
“elegance of experience” in the newly opened space so guests would feel
elevated by the environment.
With such insight in mind, Thomas sketched a façade inspired by
Palladian architecture, stripping everything away from the concept
except the lines of the façade, and created the design for the framework
that now more openly and clearly signals the location of the lobby when
viewed from the casino floor. “It was just the lines of the façade in polished brass frozen in air,” he says.
Behind this framing, existing themes were expanded and a handsome

Tower Suite Bar was built, the latter creating both a new gathering place
and an inviting transition to the fine-dining restaurant Tableau. “Tableau
wasn’t going to get a face-lift at the beginning of this process,” notes
Thomas. “Steve felt it was fine, and then shortly before we opened Steve
decided we needed to redo Tableau. I did Tableau faster than anybody
realizes.”
He also looked around for opportunities. A nearby space that once
housed another fine-dining restaurant—and which is currently being
turned into The Chairman Salon—was being used as a special-events
room, and as a result required a less-specific
personality by the time the lobby redesign
was underway. A group of opulent lighting fixtures from that former restaurant ultimately
proved an ideal fit for the new Tower Suite Bar,
Thomas says.
As the lobby’s more thoughtful flow enabled
it to become better integrated into the whole
of Wynn’s design—creating a grand gathering space that has proven
particularly popular for post-convention cocktail hours—so too did the
process fit into the overall design evolution that’s ongoing throughout
Wynn Resorts. Indeed, perhaps it’s easier, Thomas says, to envision such
projects as the fruits of a never-ending design discussion, complete with
a vocabulary he has honed and shared with Steve Wynn during their
considerable tenure together. “I think it’s just the continuum of a conversation we’ve been having for more than 30 years,” Thomas says. “We just
fall into creating the same sort of enthusiasm that we’ve always had.” n

It’s easier, Thomas says, to
envision such projects as
the fruits of a never-ending
design discussion.
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WYNN LUXURY
Men’s World Time complication
features a mechanical
self-winding movement with
24-hour and day/night indication
for 24 time zones in a 39.5mm
yellow-gold case on an alligator
strap, by Patek Philippe
($45,400). Wynn & Company
Watches, 702-770-3520.
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from left: Set in coated
titanium, the limited-edition
L.U.C. Engine One certified
chronometer features
a one-minute tourbillon
at 6 o’clock, a powerreserve indication at 12
o’clock, a power reserve of
approximately 60 hours,
and a transparent caseback,
all on a hand-sewn alligator
strap; by Chopard ($87,200).
Chopard, 702-770-3469.
A perfect combination
of the historic heritage of
19th-century watches with
cutting-edge technology,
the Master Grand Tradition
Tourbillon Cylindrique
à Quantième Perpétuel
Jubilee features a
perpetual calendar and is
the first model to combine
a flying tourbillon with
a cylindrical balancespring for exceptional
timekeeping performance;
by Jaeger-LeCoultre
(price on request). JaegerLeCoultre, 702-770-5472.

i cated

Meet the latest
marvels in modern
watchmaking,
exquisitely beautiful
status timepieces
that combine
centuries-old
handcraft with
dazzling, forwardthinking details.
photography by
travis rathbone
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For 2013 Christophe
Claret releases the
limited-edition Kantharos,
a mono-pusher, automaticwinding chronograph
with a constant-force
escapement positioned
at 6 o’clock and a
cathedral gong that
audibly chimes with
each change of function;
by Christophe Claret
(price on request). Wynn
& Company Watches,
702-770-3520.
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from left: White-gold MasterGraff
Tourbillon set with a white-diamond bezel
and dial totaling 32.36 carats on
a 47mm case by Graff (price on request).
Graff, 702-770-3494. Designed with global
travelers in mind, the 42mm Oyster
Perpetual Sky-Dweller features two
time zones and an annual calendar that
differentiates between 30- and 31-day
months and a Ring Command bezel
that allows for easy and innovative setting
of functions, all on a classic Oyster
bracelet; by Rolex ($48,850). Rolex,
702-770-3560. Crafted in platinum
and featuring a self-winding movement,
the Patrimony Traditionelle Openworked
Perpetual Calendar chronograph displays
the day, date, month, and leap year,
and also features a moon phase; by
Vacheron Constantin ($166,400).
Wynn & Company Watches, 702-770-3520.
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You’ve never seen a residential community like One Queensridge Place.
Located just 10 miles west of the Las Vegas Strip, you’ll find an exclusive
community of “custom homes in the sky”, with floor plans ranging from
2,100 to over 15,000 square feet.
One Queensridge Place is the perfect choice for discerning homebuyers
seeking the ultimate carefree lifestyle.
Starting from the $700,000’s. For a private viewing, please call
the One Queensridge Place Sales Studio at 702-646-6377.

This does not constitute a solicitation or an offer for sale in any state in which such
a solicitation or offer is unlawful or prohibited. ©2012 Queensridge Towers, LLC.
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9101 Alta Drive, Las Vegas, NV 89145
Visit us at oneqrp.com or facebook.com/onequeensridgeplace
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MACAU SPOTLIGHT

JOIN THE CLUB
IN MACAU, THE WYNN CLUB BURSTS WITH EXCLUSIVITY, THANKS TO A
NEW CHECK-IN SPACE AND ITS BOUQUET OF BRIGHT, LIVE BLOOMS TO
WELCOME VIP GUESTS. BY ABBY TEGNELLA PHOTOGRAPHY BY BARBARA KRAFT

W

ynn Macau’s Wynn Club entrance has always exuded
luxury and exclusivity, and now it literally bursts
with this idea. In an unprecedented feat using flowers, water, technical machinations, and sophisticated
design, the new reception area welcomes VIP guests
with the resort’s first-ever wall of live blooms.
The spectacular blooms-within-blooms are bouquets of roses, peonies,
chrysanthemums, vanda orchids, and hydrangeas, designed on a special
mirror-covered wall in the shapes of eight oversized, vibrant flowers.
“We needed colors that would stand out against the mirror,” explains
Roger Thomas, Executive Vice President of Design for Wynn Design and
Development. “So we included fuchsia, an orange/yellow, and a brilliant
lime green. These are also great flower colors, too.”
Wynn Macau’s floral team checks the flowers every morning to find
any blooms, which rest in tubes of water set at a very particular angle,
that need to be replaced.

80

“We want the flowers to look really, really fresh and perfect all of the
time,” says Thomas, who has wanted to construct a floral wall like this for
more than 10 years.
The arrangement, unveiled in July after almost a year of research and
design, is part of an overall renovation of the Wynn Club entrance, which
includes the check-in and private Wynn Club Dining. The 34-seat dining
room, which is open only to VIPs and guests of the Grand Deluxe and
one- and two-bedroom suites, now opens up directly into the lobby. A
beautiful dragon embroidery design, by London’s Beaumont & Fletcher,
was also added. “Beaumont & Fletcher is one of the great European
embroidery houses and is the long-time embroiderer for Buckingham
Palace, among other royalty,” Thomas says. “We worked closely with
them on this, the first dragon on gilded leather.”
The 24-hour Wynn Club Dining offers dim sum (mornings and afternoons) and à la carte menus, and serves as a lounge with offerings of fine
wines, premium cocktails, and imported cigars. The chefs excel at dishes
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using local delicacies such as dried abalone and bird’s nest, but serve a
wide selection of food that includes fresh seafood, vegetarian choices,
and noodle dishes.
Weaving the entire entrance’s design together are the florals that appear
in the motif of the beautiful carpeting of the dining room, and gold, which
bedecks both the check-in area and dining room and even appears on the
scales of the rare arowana “dragon” fish in the two aquariums in the lobby.
For Chinese, gold symbolizes wealth and good fortune, alluring thoughts to
those seeking luck at the tables in Macau.
The gold color palette ultimately allows the new, bright floral wall to
stand out that much more in this grand VIP lobby.
“Everyone loves flowers,” Thomas says. “They’re the mark of celebration and beauty.” n
above: Always-fresh flowers greet VIP guests in the Wynn Macau Club
registration area.
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Style
D
PHOTOGRAPHY BY BONNIE HOLLAND

iscover the thrill of indulgences
this issue: The allure of partyperfect dresses and gowns proves
to be utterly irresistible, especially
when viewed amid the luxe-meetssophisticated environs of an ultra-chic Encore
three-bedroom duplex. An array of sumptuous
jewels, meanwhile, becomes all the more tantalizing when paired with comely confections.
Combining magical moments with mouthwatering temptations: You’ll find that all part of
a day’s work—rather, play—at Wynn.

Beaded-tulle and chiffon gown by Monique
Lhuillier ($4,995). Outfit, 702-770-3465.
Indigo and blush flower hoop earrings by
Oscar de la Renta ($225). Oscar de la Renta,
702-770-3487. Dark plum croc moonstone
and crystal clutch by Edidi ($2,500). Bags
Belts & Baubles, 702-770-3555. Crystalembellished wide double-C cuff by Chanel
($4,950). Chanel at Wynn, 702-770-3532.
Caresse d’Orchidées par Cartier ring in
18k white gold and diamonds by by Cartier
($25,800). Cartier, 702-770-3498. Gold
Braceleta heels by Oscar de la Renta
($995). Oscar de la Renta, see above.
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Apple and violet silk-faille floralembroidered gown by Oscar
de la Renta ($8,690). Oscar de
la Renta, 702-770-3487. Stabi
satin ornamented pumps by
Manolo Blahnik ($755). Manolo
Blahnik, 702-770-3477. Yellow
cushion-cut necklace with white
multishape diamonds, yellow
radiant diamond earrings with
white multishape diamonds,
yellow radiant diamond
graduated bracelet, yellow
radiant diamond ring with
white diamond baguettes, and
yellow radiant diamond eternity
band all by Graff (prices on
request). Graff, 702-770-3494.
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Heaven
Just Like

With its airy spaces and divine design, an Encore three-bedroom duplex
proves a posh, perfect backdrop for the dazzling best of the Resort collections.
Photography by Bonnie Holland
Hair by Claude Baruk for the Salons at Wynn and Encore
Makeup by Barbara Lamelza
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Ombre one-shoulder chiffon
gown by Monique Lhuillier
($4,395). Outfit, 702-770-3465.
Round diamond with pink
multishape sapphire Snowflake
necklace, oval diamond earrings
with white round diamonds,
multishape diamond bracelet,
and pear-shape diamond ring
set with pear-shape diamond
shoulders, all by Graff (prices
on request). Graff, 702-7703494. Bougainvillea floral crystal
minaudière by Judith Leiber
($3,995). Bags Belts & Baubles,
702-770-3555. Braceleta heels
by Oscar de la Renta ($995).
Oscar de la Renta, 702-770-3487.
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Crepe and tulle slip dress by
Chanel ($22,850). Chanel at
Wynn, 702-770-3532. Veiled
bow headdress with Swarovski
crystals by Philip Treacy ($585).
Bags Belts & Baubles, 702-7703555. Comete earrings in
18k white gold and diamonds
by Chanel Fine Jewelry
(price on request). Chanel
at Encore, 702-770-5468.
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Glitter tulle cape dress ($13,950)
and lambskin belt with Bijou
buckle ($1,750), both by Chanel.
Chanel at Wynn, 702-770-3532.
1932 feather headpiece, earrings,
and ring in 18k white gold and
diamonds, all by Chanel Fine
Jewelry (prices on request).
Chanel at Encore, 702-770-5468.
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Strapless stretch silk cadi
gown by Dior ($13,500). Dior,
702-770-3496. BB Fabric pumps
by Manolo Blahnik ($655).
Manolo Blahnik, 702-770-3477.
Diamond and Golden South Sea
pearl necklace and earrings set
in 18k white and yellow gold by
Chopard (prices on request).
Chopard, 702-770-3469.
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Beaded sheath by Lanvin
($2,725). Outfit, 702-770-3465.
Satin Hangisi clutch by Manolo
Blahnik ($1,425). Manolo Blahnik,
702-770-3477. Diamond hoop
earrings featuring 94 diamonds
totaling 33.32 carats, set in 18k
white gold (price on request),
Happy Sport watch featuring
1,168 diamonds totaling 15.31
carats and seven moving
diamonds totaling .39 carats,
set in 18k white gold (price on
request), and Happy Sport
ring featuring 76 brilliant-cut
diamonds totaling .55 carats and
one moving diamond totaling .05
carats ($10,410), all by Chopard.
Chopard, 702-770-3469.
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V-neck Wezen dress by Roland
Mouret ($2,470). Outfit, 702770-3465. Diamond Panthère de
Cartier brooch (in hair), earrings,
and ring, all by Cartier (prices on
request). Cartier, 702-770-3498.
Shocking and patent calfskin
pumps with comma heel by Dior
($900). Dior, 702-770-3496.
Model: Dinara/Muse NY
Styling assistant:
StaciMichelle Virga
Production: JCH
Photo assistant: Zeke DeRose
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weet
S
DREAMS
These luscious jewels give
new meaning to candy crush.

Photography by Brian Klutch Styling by Laurie Brookins
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from left: Rose earrings
in 18k white gold set with
178 brilliant-cut diamonds by
Piaget ($29,000). Piaget,
702-770-5470. Etoile du
Nord brooch in 18k white
gold, diamonds, white nacre,
moonstones, and white opals by
Chanel Fine Jewelry ($460,000).
Chanel at Encore, 702-770-5468.
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from left: Copacabana ring set
in 18k white gold featuring 202
diamonds totaling 25.96 carats
by Chopard (price on request).
Chopard, 702-770-3469. Yellow
radiant-cut and white multishape
diamond necklace totaling
47.99 carats by Graff (price on
request). Graff, 702-770-3494.
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from left: Constellation du Lion
ring in 18k white gold, diamonds,
and crystal by Chanel Fine Jewelry
($134,000). Chanel at Encore,
702-770-5468. Flashforward
ring featuring white diamonds
and pink topaz from the Voyage
Dans le Temps collection by
Louis Vuitton (price on request).
Louis Vuitton, 702-770-3492.
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clockwise from top right:
Ruban ring in 18k white gold
featuring aquamarine and
diamonds by Chanel Fine
Jewelry ($100,000). Chanel at
Encore, 702-770-5468. Large
Fleur sky-blue topaz ring ($1,500)
and cushion-cut, white-topaz
Clover ring set in 18k white gold
with diamonds and white topaz
($3,400), both by JudeFrances.
Tiny Baubles, 702-770-3559.
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Copacabana earrings set in
18k rose gold featuring two
pink opals totaling 73.04
carats, 313 diamonds totaling
.94 carats, 12 pink quartz
briolettes totaling 27.58 carats,
14 rubellite briolettes totaling
24.19 carats, and 30 pink
sapphires totaling 36.49 carats
by Chopard (price on request).
Chopard, 702-770-3469.
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NOW OPEN!
HALSTON HERITAGE
CALVIN KLEIN
PERFORMANCE
URBAN OUTFITTERS
JOE’S JEANS

AT THE EDGE OF FASHION
IN THE HEART OF VEGAS

Featuring Neiman Marcus, Saks Fifth Avenue, Nordstrom, Macy’s, Macy’s Men’s Store, Dillard’s, Forever 21, Topshop Topman and
over 200 stores and eateries, including our newest arrivals Vince Camuto, Henri Bendel, Robert Graham and The Disney Store.

On The Strip across from The Venetian, Wynn and TI | 702.369.8382 | thefashionshow.com
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT

FLAVOR
FINESSE
Versatile chef Chen Wei Chan lends European and
Taiwanese flair to Pan-Asian specialties at Wazuzu.

photograph by TK; illustration by TK

BY MAX JACOBSON
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT

B

rowse the pull-down dining menu on the Wynn Las Vegas website, and you’ll notice that
Encore’s well-regarded Pan-Asian restaurant Wazuzu is listed under “Casual Dining.” This
may apply in terms of informality and price point, but the description is also the essence of
modesty. Because the food, décor, and presence of a brilliant new chef, Taiwan-born Chen
Wei Chan, elevates the restaurant to a level that makes it one of the most compelling dining
experiences Las Vegas has to offer.
The atmosphere remains as stunning as ever. A trio of giant gilded pears marks the entrance, and
the restaurant’s centerpiece, a handcrafted 27-foot crystal dragon composed of 90,000 individual
glass pieces, slinks its way along the wall facing the casino floor. Cream-colored lanterns suspended
from the ceiling sport crimson tassels as they do at a typical Asian night market. Seating is in comfy,
semicircular booths, or at tables set over plush Asian-themed carpeting.
Chef Chan, a youthful 37 years of age, has been tweaking the menu since taking the helm last spring.
He has an impressive résumé, speaks fluent English, and is incorporating techniques he acquired during tenures in France and New York City into Wazuzu’s kitchen. He learned classical French techniques
at the Michelin-starred Hameau Albert 1er in the French Alps (where he also managed to perfect his
snowboarding skills). Later, he cooked in exotic ports of call such as Muscat, Oman, and St. Lucia,
before landing in this country six years ago at New York’s Carlyle Hotel. But it is his native Taiwan, and
the influence of Japan, the country that colonized Taiwan for half of the 20th century, that has really
impacted Wazuzu’s menu. It is now chockablock with innovative sushi created by the chef.
Chan is a proponent of organic vegetables as well, and is planning to put more of his vegetarian and
vegan creations on Wazuzu’s menu. Yet he’s retaining such classic dishes here as salt and pepper prawns,
a traditional Chinese barbecue plate, Singapore-style curry, and live lobster—now available garlic-crusted
with ginger and scallion. Wazuzu’s menu today reflects some of the chef’s ingenuity. Two starters, signature
Wazuzu dragon sliders and crispy Brussels sprouts (or crispy broccoli), are new to the menu, and each one

above from left: A corner booth at
Wazuzu enjoys a close-up view of the
restaurant’s crystal dragon; Wazuzu
chef Chen Wei Chan. opposite
page: Drunken tofu noodles.
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will bring most food lovers back. The sliders are stuffed with glazed barbecued
pork and white kimchi, with a sneaky addition of crushed peanuts, and those
of you familiar with Asian night markets will recognize the dish as being similar
to the pork sandwiches (jia bao) you find on the street in Taiwan and Eastern
China. When this was mentioned to the chef, he just smiled, and said, “Bingo.”
It also happens that the crispy Brussels sprouts, the vegetables partially flaked
and done in a wok with toasted almonds, green onion, balsamic soy reduction,
and shaved bonito, is the perfect fusion of European and Asian cooking influences. “The bonito flakes are what gives a Japanese dashi [broth] its unique
flavor, and I love balsamic vinegar, which is really a European thing.” It’s amazing
how well the two tastes work together.
Let’s reexamine the chef’s sushi: The term is commonly misunderstood. Ask
most people to define sushi, and they’ll say something about raw fish. In fact,
sushi is a form of rice cookery where the rice is gently cooked with rice wine
vinegar and formed into various sizes and shapes to hold or be stuffed with a
topping or filling. Nigiri sushi, the elegant form that uses delicate slices of raw
fish as a topping, is just one form. If you shape sushi in to a cylinder, you have
the hand roll, one featured form at Wazuzu.
Take chef Chan’s butter-poached lobster roll, a magnificent example of creativity for which the chef stuffs the sushi rice with lobster and surrounds the
exterior with avocado and a cilantro aioli. “Butter poaching lobster makes it
tender,” says the chef. “It’s really a genius way to prepare the lobster meat.”
Shijime tuna tataki roll, made with seared ahi, spicy tuna, tobiko (tiny flying
fish caviar), chives, and a sesame soy dressing, is another one not to miss, and
so is the hamachi chili, a spicy example that soars on yellowtail sashimi and
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Serrano peppers. Vegetarians and vegans can also derive pleasure from items
such as the vegan crunch roll and vegan California roll, the latter made with
avocado, cucumber, asparagus, brown rice, and a seaweed wrapper. Look, Ma,
we’re still eating sushi.
The chef hasn’t radicalized favorite entrées from the original menu, but he’s
improved many of them. Under Wazuzu specialties, his Korean galbi short ribs
now taste more of sesame than sugar, while still being served sizzling hot on a
bed of grilled onions. Cantonese sea bass, the Chilean persuasion, comes with
either a crispy panko crusting or a piquant soybean crust, a style common to
the Taiwanese and Szechuan versions. The drunken noodles, featured on the
Food Network’s The Best Thing I Ever Ate as one of host Giada De Laurentiis’s
favorite things she’s ever eaten with chopsticks, remain a silky, sweet, and sour
specialty of the house.
Meanwhile, more changes are afoot and should take effect sometime
before the Chinese New Year in midwinter. Chef Chan is ramping up Wazuzu’s
beef program and making Australian Wagyu A5 beef available at the restaurant, which he will sear to perfection in the kitchen wok.
He’s also adding to the dessert program with a variety of house-made sorbets in flavors such as lychee and raspberry, as well as favorites such as Thai
crepes with coconut ice cream, a crème brûlée trio, and a no-guilt vegan chocolate brownie sundae, so sweet-toothed guests will be well served.
And if you are lucky enough to visit during Chinese New Year, you’ll nosh
on a few of the chef’s outstanding dim sum, shrimp-filled har gow, and pork
dumpling shu mai, and usher in the Year of the Horse with some delicious
surprises. n

PHOTOGRAPHY BY SABIN ORR (THIS PAGE AND OPPOSITE)

from left: A trio of crème
brûlées; a dragon slider with
barbecue pork and kimchi;
the menu, also embazoned
with the restaurant’s
signature dragon.
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House-made sorbet
is just one of the
enticing dessert
options at Wazuzu.
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VINE ARTS

Browse and discover
special cuvées such as
the Merlot-rich Plus de la
Fleur de Boüard Bordeaux
on the iPad wine lists at
Andrea’s (shown here),
Wing Lei, and Botero.

STEPPED-UP SIPPING

When considering a better bottle, a little knowledge goes a long way.

M

y mother always taught me that if you pay for quality, you
will be handsomely rewarded. But when it comes to wine,
making that judgment call can be a little tricky. How does
one figure out how to step up one’s wine game without it
feeling like a crapshoot?
Upgrading to a higher-end bottle from a wine list can mean a significant
difference in quality and your overall enjoyment of a meal, says Wynn’s
Director of Wine, Mark Thomas. Some of the more well-known wine regions
are a good place to start. When it comes to Bordeaux—well represented
at SW Steakhouse—appellation is worth paying
attention to. While all reds from Bordeaux tend
to be blends of two to five kinds of red grapes,
the region is basically divided by the Gironde
River, so figure out which you prefer: the velvety,
supple Merlot-heavy right bank or the powerful
and sturdy tannins of the left’s Cabernets. Next,
focus on origin, and seek out words like Premier Cru, Grand Cru Classés,
or Cru Classés, which will tip you off to the best vineyards of the best châteaux. Then, of course, there’s vintage—Thomas says lauded years like 1996,
1998, 2000, and 2005 are great bets. And an ’03 from right-bank Pomerol is
an especially good gateway to loving Bordeaux.
Any wine expert will tell you that a fine Burgundy is worth the extra
investment. In spots like Lakeside and SW, Burg-hunters can find exceptional step-up options from Village (good) to Premier Cru (very good) to
Grand Cru (the greatest of the great). “If you’re looking at a Village wine,”

BY AMY ZAVATTO

says Thomas, “then consider a Premier Cru. Then get guidance on vintage.”
For lovers of Italian, and Barolo in particular, the wine lists at Bartolotta
Ristorante di Mare and Sinatra are veritable volumes of vino. What’s in a name
can take you far—and for Thomas, that means vineyards in one of the 11 communes of this Piedmont-based, red wine-centric spot. Look for designations
like Cerequio, Rionda, or Le Coste, or go straight to lauded producers like
Gaja. And if Chianti (e.g., the grape Sangiovese) is your passion, take a step
up from Classico to Riserva, or even the vineyard-specific Superiore.
Napa can be just as much of a conundrum as Chianti. But Thomas
knows the map well and has stocked spots like
Botero, SW, and The Country Club with incredible Napa Cabs ripe for the plucking, noting that
the vineyards in mountainous Pritchard Hill are
among his favorites. “That real estate up there
is pretty loaded with the who’s who of wine—in
name, quality, and correlating prices.” Some of
his faves: Chappellet, Tim Mondavi’s Continuum, and David Arthur.
Another great way to upgrade: Sample first. Thomas offers the highly allocated 2007 vintage of M by Michael Mondavi by the glass at SW Steakhouse,
Dom Pérignon at the Tower Suite Bar, and flutes of Krug Grand Cuvée at
Botero. La Cave Wine and Food Hideaway offers no fewer than 50 wines by
the glass. And if you really want to learn more, the new iPad wine list systems
at Botero, Andrea’s, and Wing Lei offer tasting notes plus lots of behind-thewine info, like the particulars of the vintage. Left to your own devices, making
a good choice on a wine upgrade is a mere finger swipe away. n
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Any wine expert will tell
you that a great Burgundy is
worth the extra investment.
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BACK STORY

here and right:
Master carver
Sillipachai “Mod”
Toonrud at
Forté Specialty
Contractors’
studio in West
Las Vegas.

MANE ATTRACTION

Wynn Las Vegas carves out special preparations for the Year of the Horse.

A

s the Year of the Horse gallops into its chronological place
in the Chinese horoscope, visitors to Las Vegas will see no
other resort properties prepare for the Chinese New Year
the way Wynn does. Three 800-pound examples? The gallant
horse statues that will proudly greet guests in Wynn’s atriums.
Although Executive Vice President of Design for Wynn Design and
Development Roger Thomas conceives of an artistic representation for
each year’s respective animal, horses are perhaps nearest to his heart. “I
love horses,” says Thomas. “I’ve ridden horses since I was a young child.”
For Thomas, there was only one way to begin the project. “I identified
several of my very favorite horses in the history of Chinese art,” he says.
“I’d previously acquired some magnificent Tang Dynasty horses for our
company collection,” he says. “So we looked for a proud, beautiful, and,
to a certain extent, friendly, Tang horse. We located one, and we are having it carved by a sculptor here in Las Vegas.”
Master carver Sillipachai “Mod” Toonrud of Forté Specialty Contractors
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will make the concept a reality, starting with a small-scale model made
from clay. Upon approval by Wynn Design and Development, a fullscale model will be hand-sculpted from a Styrofoam block. The details
that are tweaked during the revision process are crucial, says Thomas.
“Proportion of the tail, how much curl there is in the mane… I like horses
that look like they’ve just noticed you’re there and turned to address you,
so that the neck is turned slightly, and they seem aware and attentive,” he
says. “It gives them an animation and a liveliness.”
The finished Styrofoam sculpture will then be encased in a fiberglassreinforced plastic mold. Finally, the nine-foot-tall, 10-foot-long horses will
be painted red and gilded in gold leaf before being positioned in the
Wynn atrium. Forté, whose co-owner, Scott Acton, had Treasure Island’s
pirate ship built for Steve Wynn decades ago, will oversee the project
until its installation. Thomas, meanwhile, has started thinking ahead. “We
start working on the animal of the year about 15 months in advance. I’m
already looking around for roosters.” n

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PETER CHMIEL (LEFT); GLENN GRAYSON (RIGHT)
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LAST CALL

FLIGHTS OF FANCY

The Tower Suites Bar sends you on two very special—and
very bubbly—voyages. BY KAREN ROSE PHOTOGRAPHY BY SABIN ORR

I

f life were but a dream, each day would
bring a new sparkling wine or Champagne
to taste. And what is Wynn Las Vegas,
after all, but a place to make dreams
reality? Thus, the Tower Suites Bar now
offers guests an opportunity to sample the
bouquet of bubblies on its wine-by-the-glass
list, in convenient—and delectable—flights.
Designed by Wynn Director of Wine
Mark Thomas, the two flight options each
consist of three 3-ounce pours, with both
offering samples of the Perrier-Jouët Brut
NV and Ruinart Brut Rosé NV. The choice,
then, essentially comes down to the
Sparkling Wine Flight’s Scharffenberger
Brut NV versus the Champagne Flight’s
Dom Perignon Brut 2003.
”The reason I did it that way,” explains
Thomas, “is that the Sparkling Wine Flight
is a comparative tasting, to sample a really
well-made Méthode Champenoise California
sparkling wine (from Mendocino) against a traditional Champagne, plus a rosé. The Champagne
Flight, on the other hand, allows guests to taste
two different Champagnes: a Brut non-vintage,
and the Dom Perignon 2003, alongside a rosé.”
Part of the joy of any wine flight comes from
detecting flavors both consistent and varied
throughout the selections. The Ruinart rosé,
for example, displays raspberry notes that
reside above the traditional flavors you get in
Champagne, such as the taste of Granny Smith
apple that arises from the wine’s acidity and the
yeast flavor born of the winemaking process.
The Scharffenberger exhibits notes of brioche, lemon twist, and green apple, while the
Perrier Jouët, a dry style, is more full-bodied,
with notes of bread dough, banana, and a bit of
cooked fruit. And with a decade’s worth of age
on it, the Dom Perignon 2003 is the most fullbodied style offered here, with a forward nose
of lemon, vanilla, and a touch of cedar, as well
as notes of poached green apple and pear.
You don’t need to memorize this, of course,
as your server will happily walk you
through the flavor profiles. But one
thing is certain: Either flight will be a
trip to remember. n
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